
Causes and Course of the 
Peloponnesian War
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Athens Sparta

Form of Government

Economy

Culture 

Relationship to outside 
world

League Membership

Word Bank

Democracy Does not value art and music

DelianDelian League Oligarchy

Agriculture (farming) Trade

Open to world ideas Peloponnesian League

Values art and music Isolated 

Democracy

Trade

Art/ music Valued

Open to world ideas

Delian League

Oligarchy

Agriculture

Art/ music NOT valued

Isolated

Peloponnesian League

Democracy: 
A form of government in which people 
vote for their leaders
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Athens Sparta
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Relationship to outside 
world

League Membership

Word Bank

Democracy Does not value art and music

DelianDelian League Oligarchy

Agriculture (farming) Trade

Open to world ideas Peloponnesian League

Values art and music Isolated 

Democracy

Trade

Art/ music Valued

Open to world ideas

Delian League

Oligarchy

Agriculture

Art/ music NOT valued

Isolated

Peloponnesian League

Delian League: 

Greek alliance headed by Athens after 
the Persian War. (shown on the map in 
YELLOW)
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Athens Sparta

Form of Government
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Culture 

Relationship to outside 
world

League Membership

Word Bank

Democracy Does not value art and music

DelianDelian League  Oligarchy

Agriculture (farming) Trade

Open to world ideas Peloponnesian League

Values art and music Isolated 

Democracy

Trade

Art/ music Valued

Open to world ideas

Delian League

Oligarchy

Agriculture

Art/ music NOT valued

Isolated

Peloponnesian League

Oligarchy: 

A form of government in 
which a small group leads.
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Athens Sparta

Form of Government

Economy

Culture 

Relationship to outside 
world

League Membership

Word Bank

Democracy Does not value art and music

DelianDelian League  Oligarchy

Agriculture (farming) Trade

Open to world ideas  Peloponnesian League

Values art and music Isolated 

Democracy

Trade

Art/ music Valued

Open to world ideas

Delian League

Oligarchy

Agriculture

Art/ music NOT valued

Isolated

Peloponnesian League

Peloponessian League: 
Greek alliance headed by Sparta 
after the Persian War. (shown on 
the map in PINK)
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The Causes of the Peloponnesian War

Sparta and Athens had opposing forms of 
government, Democracy and Oligarchy, 
which always caused tension between the 
two city states.

In the years following the Persian Wars these 
tensions increased because: 

• Sparta believed that Athens was trying to 
take too much power.

• Other city states believed that Athens was 
using the money from the Delian League 
for their own gain (they were).
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The Causes of the Peloponnesian War

Sparta and Athens had opposing forms of 
government, Democracy and Oligarchy, 
which always caused tension between the 
two city states.

In the years following the Persian Wars these 
tensions increased because: 

• Sparta believed that Athens was trying to 
take too much power

• Other city states believed that Athens was 
using the money from the Delian League 
for their own gain (they were)

 

 

    Democracy: 

A form of government in which 
people are the source of power
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The Causes of the Peloponnesian War

Sparta and Athens had opposing forms of 
government, Democracy and Oligarchy, 
which always caused tension between the 
two areas.

In the years following the Persian Wars these 
tensions increased because: 

• Sparta believed that Athens was trying to 
take too much power

• Other city states believed that Athens was 
using the money from the Delian League 
for their own gain (they were)
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       Oligarchy: 

A form of government in which a 
small group leads.
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The Causes of the Peloponnesian War

Sparta and Athens had opposing forms of 
government, Democracy and Oligarchy, 
which always caused tension between the 
two areas.

In the years following the Persian Wars these 
tensions increased because: 

• Sparta believed that Athens was trying to 
take too much power

• Other city states believed that Athens was 
using the money from the Delian League 
for their own gain (they were)
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    Delian League: 
Greek alliance headed by Athens 

after the Persian War. (shown on 
the map in ORANGE)
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War was declared in 432 
BCE after Athens 
attempted to 
annexannex annex 
Corcyra against the 
wishes of the 
Corinthians, who were 
alliedallied with Sparta.
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War was declared in 432 
BCE after Athens 
attempted to 
annexannex annex 
Corcyraannex Corcyra 
against the wishes of 
the Corinthians, who 
were alliedallied with 
Sparta.

Annex: 

To join two things together 
or add on to something 
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War was declared in 432 
BCE after Athens 
attempted to 
annexannex annex 
Corcyraannex Corcyra 
against the wishes of 
the Corinthians, who 
were alliedallied with 
Sparta.

Allied: 
An agreement between 
groups or people to work 
together 
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The Athenians were confident 
that they could defeat the 
Spartans at sea because of 
their superior navy and 
protected access to a port.

The Spartans were confident 
they could beat the Athenians 
on land and launched raids on 
the farms outside Athens for 5 

years. 
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In 430 BCE many farmers 
fled inside the walls that 
surrounded Athens 
seeking protection from 
the Spartan Attacks

This lead to overcrowding, 
and ultimately a plague.  
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In 430 BCE many farmers 
fled inside the walls that 
surrounded Athens 
seeking protection from 
the Spartan Attacks

This lead to overcrowding, 
and ultimately a plague.  

Plague: 
A widespread illness that 
causes a large number of 
deaths.
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The plague killed 
50,000 people 
including Pericles the 
leader of the 
Athenian Army 


